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CLASSIFICATION OF BALANCED SETS
AND CRITICAL POINTS OF

EVEN FUNCTIONS ON SPHERES

CHARLES V. COFFMAN

Abstract. The Lyusternik-Schnirelman approach to the study of critical points

of even functionals on the sphere 5 employs min-max or max-min principles

whose formulation uses a numerical invariant that is defined for compact bal-

anced subsets of S . The Krasnosel'skii genus is an example. Here we study a

general class of such invariants (which is quite large) with particular attention to

the following questions: formulation of dual variational principles, multiplicity

results for critical points, and determination of the Morse index of nondegen-

erate critical points.

1. Introduction

This paper is concerned with Lyusternik-Schnirelman type principles for the

determination of critical points of even functionals on spheres. The actual

motivation for this work is the study of isoperimetric problems in the calculus

of variations, in this paper however we deal only with a finite dimensional

analogue.

Let a be a smooth even function on the sphere SN. By a Lyusternik-

Schnirelman type principle we mean a principle of one of the forms

[1.1)      p  = min Imaxa(x): x(B) > n \ ,
( x€B J

n = l,2,...,N+l,

or

( 1.2) vn = max{mina(x): x(B) > n},        n = 1, 2, ... , N + I.
x€B

Here x should be an integer valued function whose domain is the class of closed

balanced subsets of 5 , it should be nondecreasing with respect to set inclusion

and distinguish spheres of different dimensions (and fulfill some additional more

technical conditions). We define such a class of functions, which we shall call

types, in such a way that for any type x the principles (1.1) and (1.2) determine

critical values of a. The best known and most commonly used example of a type

is the genus defined by Krasnosel'skii [10, 11]. Another is one whose definition
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is due to Yang [15], and whose use in the calculus of variations occurred first

in [8] and later in [6]; this appears at present to be the ideal choice. Contrary

to what one might first expect there are infinitely many types t which can

serve in (1.1) or (1.2) for the determination of critical values. In this paper

we shall study the entire class of these functions in some detail. To motivate

such a study after we have already tentatively identified an ideal one we observe

that such more detailed knowledge seems still to contribute to a more complete

understanding of the critical point problem; see, for example, Theorem 12.1.

The attempt to fully understand the properties of the standard types, such as

Krasnosel'skii's genus, leads naturally to the notion of the dual of a type which

then enlarges the class of functions under consideration. Finally, the more types

one has at one's disposal the more tools one has for the estimation of critical

values. This is particularly relevant in the infinite dimensional case. A similar

point of view underlies much of the work in [1].

The primary purpose of this paper is to provide the answers to three basic

questions. The first of these questions concerns the relation between princi-

ples of the form (1.1) and principles of the form (1.2). Specifically, when do a

principle of the first sort and a principle of the second sort determine the same

critical values for an even function a on S with only the index order re-

versed? This question leads naturally to the notion of "duality" of types, and it

was in order that this duality could be defined that a type had to be defined in a

less restrictive way than might have been suggested by the most commonly used

examples. Thus a type may not take the same value on two balanced sets even

though there is an odd homeomorphism between them; the type of a set being

possibly also dependent on its relative position in SN (a similar situation holds

for Lyusternik-Schnirelman category). Also, type is not necessarily preserved

under an immersion S ç S +1. This notion of duality was anticipated but

not formally defined or investigated in [7, p. 432]. Also relevant is the work of

Heinz [9], who introduced a very similar notion for the Lyusternik-Schnirelman

category. The analogue of his idea in our context would lead to a cotype (anal-

ogous to codimension) rather than a dual type. This was in fact necessary in

his infinite dimensional context. We have chosen to deal with duality instead

because of the resultant unification of the theory; for the infinite dimensional

theory these results can be translated into the language of cotype.

Our second question is suggested by one that is raised by Ambrosetti and

Rabinowitz in [1]. It is the following very basic question. Supposing the even

functional a on S to have only isolated critical points, under what conditions

on x does ( 1.1 ) necessarily determine yV+1 distinct critical values? We identify

the condition on a type that is necessary and sufficient in order that this be the

case.

The last question concerns the correlation between the Morse index of a

critical point on a critical level determined by (1.1) and the index az (in (1.1))

of the critical level on which it lies.   Suppose a admits only nondegenerate
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critical points and has exactly two on any critical level (any C even functional

can be approximated in the C -norm by such functions). As shown in [6], if

x is the Krasnosel'skii genus then a critical point on the level a(x) = pn has

Morse index > az - 1, while if it is the function mentioned above that is due to

Yang then a critical point on that level has Morse index = az - 1. A major aim

when this research began was to determine whether the strict inequality could

hold for Krasnosel'skii's genus. The answer was found to be in the affirmative,

we in fact find necessary and sufficient conditions both for the inequality and

for equality. Here also the notion of duality plays an important role. Questions

of this sort concerning the Morse index have been studied earlier, and in a more

general dimensional setting, by Bahri in [2] and by Bahri and Lions in [4]. See

the more recent work [5] for applications of such results.

Sections 2 through 7 deal with the basic theory of types, §8 and §9 introduce

particular properties which types can have and which are especially relevant to

our three main question. Section 10 defines some specific types in addition to

the examples already given in §3 and proceeds to discuss (although not com-

pletely) the properties which these individual types possess or do not possess.

Section 11 gives the applications of the preceding material to questions (specifi-

cally but not only the three above) concerning critical points. Finally in §12 we

identify a certain property, which can be regarded as a stability property, which

characterizes those critical values of an even function a on S which will be

determined by the principle (1.1) for some type x.

We emphasize the indebtedness of this work to the work of Conner and

Floyd [7]. Many of the deeper and more interesting properties of some of

the particular examples of types, as listed in §10, are from [7]. Specifically,

the answer to our question concerning the Morse index inequality when the

Krasnosel'skii genus is used in (1.1) depends on some results from there. It is

shown in [7] that each principal ideal domain L gives rise to a type x, here

we have only treated that associated with Z2 (which coincides with the Yang

function referred to earlier) and very briefly that associated with Z . It might

be interesting to pursue the question of what special properties are possessed

by types associated with other such rings.

Finally the author wishes to acknowledge several very informative conversa-

tions with Professor A. Bahri.

2. Relative type

By BN we denote the class of closed balanced subsets of S ç R + (B is

balanced if x e B implies -x e B); HN denotes the class of odd homeomor-

phisms of SN onto itself. By a standard imbedding i : S" >-> SN we shall un-

derstand the restriction to S" of an isometric linear transformation from Rn+1

to RN+^, thus i(S") is the intersection of SN with an (n + 1)-dimensional

hyperplane through the origin in R + .
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For B e BN, Ce BM , \J(B) denotes the set of balanced neighborhoods of

B in SN , and S(B, C) denotes the set of odd continuous maps f:B^C.

Definition 2.1. A relative type is a nonnegative integer-valued function z that

is defined on IJjvU B/v ana< satisfies, for B, C eBN

(1) x(B)<x(C) when BçC;

(2) if heHN then x(h(B)) = x(B) ;

(3) every B has a neighborhood U with Í7 € B^ and z(D~) = z(B) ;

(4) z((p) - 0 and if i: S" >-* S    is a standard imbedding then

(2.1) z(i(S")) = n+l.

The set of all relative types will be denoted by T.

Remarks. 1. Condition (4) requires that a "type" distinguish spheres of different

dimension. The requirement (2.1) is a normalization, some sources, e.g., [7,

15, 16, 17], that consider such functions use instead of (2.1) the normalization

z(i(S")) = az ; we shall refer to this as the topologist's normalization.

2. We emphasize that in the presence of a standard imbedding i : SM i-> SN

we need not have z(B) = z(i(B)) for B e BM .

3. When furnished with the Hausdorff metric, B^ becomes a compact metric

space, property (3) is equivalent, in the presence of property (1), to the upper

semicontinuity of z on this metric space.

4. Let P be a triangulation of S that is invariant under the involution x *-►

-x (such triangulations will be referred to simply as symmetric triangulations)

and let P( ' denote the kih baricentric subdivision of P . It follows from prop-

erties (1) and (3) that z is determined by its values on the balanced complexes

of P and all of the P(k).

Definition 2.2. A topological type is a relative type which in place of (2) satisfies

the stronger condition:

( 2' ) if B e BN,  C € BM and S(B, C) # 0 then z(B) < z(C).

The subset of T that consists of topological types will be denoted by Tt.

3. Examples

We begin by defining two examples of relative types. Let the nonnegative

integer yV be given and for 1 < az < vV + 1 let in denote a standard imbedding

of S"~l in SN. Then we define t, and z2 on BN by:

(3.1)   zx(B) = min{n:W e V(in(Sn~l))3h e HN with h(B) ç [/},

BeBN,

(3.2)    T2(5) = max{Az: VÍ7 e\J(B)3heHN with h(in (Sn  l))QU},

BeBN
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it is clear that these definitions do not depend on the choices of in .

It is trivial to verify that Tj and z2 satisfy conditions (1), (2), (3), of Def-

inition 2.1. To verify condition (4) it suffices to show that not every balanced

neighborhood of in(S"~l) contains an odd homeomorph of S if k > n - 1.

To this end we first note that we can choose the balanced neighborhood U

of in(S"~l) so that in(S"~l) is a retract of U; it can be assumed that the

retraction mapping is odd. The assertion then follows from the Borsuk-Ulam

Theorem (which in fact is equivalent to the nonvacuity of T).

Two examples of topological types are:

(3.3) x3(B) = min{n:S(B,Sn~l)^0},       BeBN,

(3.4) z4(B) = max{n:VU e\J(B), S(S"~\U)¿0},       BeBN.

That (3.3) and (3.4) define types follows readily from the Borsuk-Ulam The-

orem; that they are topological is obvious; it is immediate that the nonvacuity

of Tt is equivalent to the Borsuk-Ulam Theorem.

Remarks. 1. t3 is the genus defined by Krasnosel'skii [10, 11], t4 is suggested

by the index defined in [7] (it is necessary to modify the definition in [7] in

order that (3) of Definition 2.1 hold for arbitrary B e BN). Other examples

can be found in [7]; with the "topologist's normalization" used in [7] the type

of a standardly imbedded sphere would agree with its dimension; cf. (2.1).

2. It is fairly easy to see that for B e B2 one has zx(B) = z2(B), and thus

the restrictions to B2 of all types coincide. On B3 the situation is different.

Consider a set which is "linked" but not connected, for example, out of (a

standard imbedding of) S in S cut a balanced set consisting of two short

open arcs. Then construct a balanced set B by attaching at each cut one of a pair

of small linked circles to one component and the other to the other component.

Then z3(B) = 1 while zx(B) = 2. On the other hand if the set B e B3 is a
simple closed curve with small overhand knots at each of a pair of antipodal

points then z2(B) = 1 while z4(B) = 2. Further considerations of this sort,

and with the introduction of many links or many knots, lead to the conclusion

that the set of restrictions of types to B3 is infinite. As we shall see in §10 the

restrictions of the topological types t3 and t4 to B4 do not coincide. This is

the case also for B3 ; the components of the "linked" set B described above

must admit separation by a set Ce B3 with t3(C) = 3 but such a set cannot

have t4(C) = 3 .

4. Lattice structure

The set T has a natural lattice structure with

(4.1) z>z if and only if z(B) > z'(B) for every BeBN

and

TVT'(5) = max(T(5),T'(5)),     x A x'(B) = min(x(B), z'(B)),        BeBN.
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Proposition 4.1. T is a complete lattice with respect to the partial ordering (4.1).

Proof. Let S ç T, then z0 = inf{z: z e S} is given by

(4.2) z0(B) = min{z(B):zeS},        B eBN;

note that the set {z(B): z e S} is finite for any given B. To see that (4.2)

indeed defines a relative type we need only verify (3) of Definition 2.1, as the

other conditions of that definition are obviously satisfied by t0 . However for

any given B e BN there is a x e S such that x0(B) = x(B) and for that choice

of x there is a U e V(B) with x(D~) = x(B). With x and U so chosen,

z0(B)<xQ(Ü)<x(V) = x(B) = x0(B).

For S ç T we define t0 = sup{r: x e S} by

x0(B) = inf imaxx(U): U e U(5) j , BeBN.

Proposition 4.2. We have

(4.3) t1 = sup{r: x e T},        t2 = inf{r: x e T}.

T( is a complete sublattice of T and

(4.4) t3 = sup{r: x e TJ,        t4 = inf{r: x e TJ.

Proo/. It is clear from (3.1), (3.2) and Definition 2.1 that if x e T then

x2(B) < z(B) < zx(B) for B e BN. The second assertion is obvious and

(4.4) is immediate from (3.3), (3.4) and (2') of Definition 2.2.

5. Duality

Given a relative type x we define its dual x* by

(5.1) T*(ß) = min{Az: 3C e BN with x(C) = N - n + 1 and CnB = 0},

BeBN.

The following is a useful equivalent formulation of this definition.

Lemma 5.1. Let x e T and let x* be defined by (5.1), then for B e BN,

(5.2) max{r(C) :CeBN,  Cr\B = 0} = N+l- x*(B).

Proposition 5.2. The dual x* of a relative type x is a relative type.

Proof. The dual of a relative type x obviously satisfies ( 1 ), (2) of Definition 2.1 ;

(3) also is easily verified for if B e BN is given and C e BN with C n B = 0

and x(C) + x*(B) = N+1 then we need only choose the balanced neighborhood

U so that U ç SN\C in order that x*(V) = x*(B). It remains to verify (4).

Let N, n be given and let i be as in (4), then it suffices to show that

(5.3) max{x(C):C eBN,  Cn (i(Sn)) = 0} = N - n .
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It is clear that there is a standard imbedding j(SN n ') in SN that does not

intersect i(Sn) and thus

(5.4) max{x(C):CeBN,  Cn(i(Sn)) = 0} > N- n.

With the standard imbedding i(S") given take j(S ,_1) to be a standard

imbedding in SN that is orthogonal to i(S"). Any point z e S can then be

represented in the form

(5.5) z = x cosd+y sind

with x e i(S"), y e j(SN~n~l), 0 < 9 < n/2 ; (here 9 is uniquely determined

by z, and x and y are uniquely determined except when 0 = 0 or n/2). If

C eBN and i(S") n C = 0 then there is a S > 0 such that for z e C we

have n/2 > 9 > ô in the representation (5.5). It follows easily that if U is

any neighborhood of j(SN~"~i) then there is an he HN such that h(C) ç U.

We conclude that x(C) < N-n and thus the inequality opposite to (5.4) holds

and (5.3) is proved.

Proposition 5.3. For x e T

(5.6) x** = x.

Proof. For B, C e BN with B n C = 0 it follows from (5.2) that

t*(C)<tV+1-t(5).

If B e BN is given and U e U(5) is chosen so that t(c7) = x(B) then

t(5) = max{r(5') :tí eBN, tí n (S*\ Í/*) = 0},

and thus r*(SN\U) = N+l- x(B). It follows that

max{r*(C) : C € Bjy,  Cn5 = 0} = yV+l- x(B),

and thus by Lemma 5.1, x**(B) = x(B). Since ¿V and B eBN were arbitrary,

(5.6) follows.

Proposition 5.4. Let x, x e T. Then

x >x     if and only if   x* < x *,

and
's* *    .        I* I 's* *    .       I*

(tVt)   =t  At   , (tAt)   =t  At

Proposition 5.5. We have

z*x=z2.

Proof. This follows from (4.3) and Proposition 5.4.

Remark.  t3 and t4 are not duals of one another, what amounts to the same,

neither t3 nor z*4 is topological, as we shall see in §10.

6. Injection

A standard imbedding i: SN i-> SN+]  induces a mapping i: Bn -» BN+X

which in turn induces a mapping i : T i-> T, the latter being defined by

(iz)(B) = z(iB),    foxBeBN.
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Obviously the induced map on T does not depend on the choice of the imbed-

ding i. We will say that a type x is stable under injection if ix = x. It is clear

that topological types are stable under injection, we shall show that the converse

is also true.

Theorem 6.1. For x e T the following are equivalent:

(i) tgT(,

(ii)  ix = X .

Proof. That (i) implies (ii) is obvious, so it only is required to show that (ii)

implies (i). Suppose that x is injection-stable and let the nonnegative integers

N, M, the set B e BN and / e S(B, SM) be given. By increasing M

if necessary we can assume that / has an extension (not to be distinguished

notationally) / 6 S(5 , S ). As in the proof of Proposition 5.2 we take

standard imbeddings i(S ) and j(SM) in sN+M+l that are orthogonal to one

another and represent a point z e S +  +   as

(6.1) z — x cos9+y sin9

"'r\T^C1i^íiT•   -nrwir   i\\&   caíc     Iwith x e i(SN), y e j(SM), 0 < 9 < n/2.  Consider now the sets Be e

BN+M+1 defined by

(6.2) Be = {xcos9 + f(x) sin9:xe i(B)},        0<9<n/2.

It is easy to see that for any two values 9 , 9' e (0, n/2) there is an az € HN+M+X

such that h(Be) = Bg, and thus x(Bg) is independent of 9 on (0, n/2).

Moreover, if U is any neighborhood of Bn/2 then there is a ô > 0 such that

Be ç U for 0 < n/2 - 9 < 3 and thus x(Be) < x(Bn/2) for 0 < 9 < n/2.

Next we want to exhibit an A € HN+M+X  such that h(BQ) = B5 for some

(small) ô > 0. To this end we put

Y(x, y, 9) = \\y sin 9 + a(9)f(x) f ' (y sin 9 + a(9)f(x)),

where the continuous function a(9) remains to be determined, take

p(x,y,9) = sin\\\ysin9 + a(9)f(x)\\),

and then define

h(z) — x cosp + Y sinp,

for z given by (6.1) and with Y = Y(x, y, 9), p = p(x, y, 9). We take a(9)

to be defined on [0, n/2] and to be nonnegative, identically zero except in the

neighborhood of 9 = 0 and to satisfy

|a(0)-a(0')| < |sin0-sin0'|,

for 0 , 0' e [0, n/2] unless 9 = 9'. It can then be verified that h is continuous

and injective and thus a homeomorphism of S + + onto itself. We thus have

h(B0) = Ba{0), and since we can take a(0) > 0 we conclude that

x(B0) = x(Ba(0))<x(Bn/2).
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However since x is injection-stable we have

x(B) = x(B0)     and    x(f(B)) = x(Bn/2),

and thus x(B) < x(f(B)). It follows that x is topological.

Remark. The construction used in the above proof was suggested by the so-

called mapping cylinder [14].

We remarked in §3 that the nonvacuity of T implies the Borsuk-Ulam The-

orem, we are now in a position to demonstrate this. The following proposition

is independent of the Borsuk-Ulam Theorem.

Proposition 6.2. If T is nonempty then so is T(.

Proof. Let t e T. If x is injection-stable then by Theorem 6.1 it is topological

and there is nothing to prove. Otherwise,

.. , .n       .rt+1        .«+2 -, ..       .   ct .n       -n+l        -n+2 ,
hm sup{ zt,z     t,z     t,...},     hm mf{ i x, i     x, i     x, ...},

n—>oo n—»oo

are injection-stable and hence topological.

Corollary 6.3. The nonvacuity of T implies the Borsuk-Ulam Theorem.

7. Suspension

The Freudenthal suspension [14], a: BN i-> BN+X determines a map a: T i->

T by (ax)(B) = x(oB) - 1, B e BN ; we say x is suspension-stable if ax = x.

The suspension a can be represented as follows. Let i: SN >-> SN+i be a

standard imbedding and let y0 e S +1 be orthogonal to i(SN). The general

element z e SN+i then has the representation

(7.1) z = x cos0+yo sin0,        xei(SN),        \9\<n/2.

and for B e BN,

aB = {x cos0 + yo sin0: x e i(B),  |0| < 7t/2}.

If B e BN, Ce BM and / e S(B, C) axe given then / has a suspension

of e S(aB, aC). For z e i(B) and of the form (7.1)

(af)(z) = i'f(i~\x)) cos9 + y'0 sin9,

here i is a standard imbedding of SM in sM+1, and y'0 e SM+1 is orthogonal

to z'(S ). If /z e HN then ah e HN+X ; this latter fact is needed in the

verification that the suspension of a type is a type.

Proposition 7.1. For x e T we have

a(x*) = (ix)*.

Proof. First we note that if B, C e BN with Bf)C = 0 then

T*(rjß) + T(z'(C))<iV+2,
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which implies

(7.2)      (fj(T*))(5) + (zT)(C)<iV+l,      for 5, C £ B^ with5nC = 0.

If B e BN is given then, by Lemma 5.1, there is a C' e BN+X  such that

(aB) n C' = 0 and

(7.4) x*(aB) + x(C') = N + 2.

We can assume that C' is of the form

(7.5) C' = {x cos 0 + y0 sin 0 : x e Cx, |0| < n/2 - <?}

where 0 < ô < n/2 and C, ç /(S*).   We then have Cx ç C' and thus

r(C') = r(C,), (since given any U e U(C¡) there is an he HN+X such that

h(C') ç U). If we take C" = i~l(Cx) e BN then BnC" = 0 and

(CT(T*))(5) + (ZT)(C") = ÍV+1.

Combining this with (7.2) yields

max{(zT(C)) :CeBN, BnC = 0} = N+l- (a(x*))(B),

and the assertion follows from Lemma 5.1

Proposition 7.1 implies the following result.

Theorem 7.2. Let x e T, then x* is suspension-stable if and only if x is topo-

logical.

If B e BN and S(B, 5""1) ^ 0 then clearly S(aB, Sn) is also nonempty

since the suspension of a mapping in the former set belongs to the latter. Thus

we see that

(7.6) <7T3<t3,

and similarly,

(7.7) <TT4>T4,

it follows from results of [7] however that equality holds in neither case. As in

[7] we can form the stabilizations £¡t3 , X)T4 as follows,

Yx3(B) = lim a"x3(B),     Yx4(B) = lim a"x4(B),        BeBN;

the duality (7.8) was also noted in [7].

Proposition 7.3. The types £} t3 and YJ t4 are respectively the greatest and least

elements in the set Tt n (Tr)*. Moreover

(7-8) Eu = {Eh)*-
Proof. It is clear that a is order-preserving on T and also that er(T() ç T,.

Thus if r'eT(n (T,)* then by (4.4)

n  4   -   /   -    n c ii
ax  < x < a t3 ,      for az = 1, 2, ... ,
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and thus the first assertion follows. Given that, (7.8) follows readily from Propo-

sition 5.4.

Remark. The inequality (7.7) also represents a kind of stability and one which

is of basic importance in certain applications to critical point theory. For a

topological type x this property, i.e.,

(7.9) <TT>T,

has the following alternate characterization: if Bx, B2 e BN and Bx is con-

tractible to a point in B2 then x(Bf) > x(Bx). To see that (7.9) implies the

indicated property we observe that if Bx is contractible to a point in B2 then

one can construct an odd continuous map /: aBx —► B2 and thus since x is

topological we must have x(B2) > x(aBx) > x(Bx). (The construction of f is

the essence of the proof of a lemma of Krasnosel'skii [11, p. 362], see also [3,

p. 91].) For the converse it suffices to note that iBx is contractible to a point

in aBx.

That t4 has the property indicated above was noted by Krasnosel'skii in [11].

Because it possesses this property t4 has proved particularly useful in the study

(in the infinite dimensional context) of critical values of not necessarily even

perturbations of even functionals [11, 3, 5]. The result of Conner and Floyd

[7], concerning (7.6) shows that t3 does not have this property; (this was left

an open question in [12], see p. 379).

8. More on duality

In this section we consider various properties which a relative type might

posess and establish what the duals of these properties are. We understand by

the dual (P*) of a property (P) a property that is possessed by x* if and only

if t has (P) ; as shown in §7, suspension stability and membership in T. are

dual properties. In this and the next section we formulate several properties

and their duals.

First there is the subadditive property:

(S) x(BxuB2)<x(Bx) + x(B2),      foxBx,B2eBN,

whose dual is the intersection property :

(S*) x(Bxf)B2)>x(Bx) + x(B2)-N-l,      foxBx,B2eBN.

Proposition 8.1. // x is subadditive then x > x*.

If x and x are subadditive so is tVt' and xt\x has the intersection property

if both x and x  do.

The following property is self-dual.

(F) If B, QeBN, Q is finite and x(C) < x(B) whenever C e BN
and C ç B\Q then contained in every open set U with B\Q ç

U there is a D e BN with x(D) = x(B) - 1.
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Proposition 8.2. Property (S) implies property (F) and if x is topological and

satisfies (F) then ax < x.

9. Complexes

Let P be a symmetric triangulation of SN , we will denote the set of balanced

subcomplexes of P by B^(P).

A triangulation is to be understood here in the sense of [14, p. 113]. We will

make an additional assumption concerning the triangulations under consider-

ation. We assume that each simplex of P is the radial projection on SN of

the convex hull (in R + ) of its vertices (so that 0 is implicitly assumed not to

belong to that convex hull). Alternatively we may deal directly with the poly-

hedron whose simplices are the convex hulls of the vertices of the simplices of

P ; the radial projection of this polyhedron onto SN is a homeomorphism. In

particular we shall consider the formation of convex combinations within the

simplices of P to be well-defined.

By the dimension of a P-complex K (i.e., a subcomplex K of a triangulation

P of SK) we understand the maximum of the dimensions of the simplices of

K . We will denote the /cth baricentric subdivision of P by P(k). The relative

interior of a simplex a will be denoted by a .

Lemma 9.1. Let P be a symmetric triangulation of S , and let K be a sub-

complex of P. Then there exists a unique maximal subcomplex K* of P(1)

such that KnK* = 0. For any x e T,

(9.1) x(K) + x*(K*) = N+l.

If an (N - n + l)-simplex of K* has nonempty intersection with a simplex a of

P then it has nonempty intersection with a face of a of dimension < n — 1.

Proof. The complex K* can be characterized as follows. If ax, a2, ... , an

axe simplices of P such that for k = 1, ... , az - 1, ak is a proper face of

ak+x and ax is not a simplex of K then the baricenters of the {ak} axe the

vertices of an (az - l)-simplex of K*, conversely any simplex of K* has such

a representation. Except for (9.1) the assertions of the lemma obviously follow

from this characterization.

In order to prove (9.1) we first observe that any point x of the polyhedron

P can be uniquely represented in the form

x = ty + (l-t)z,       t e [0, 1], y e K, z e K*,

with y and z belonging to the lowest dimensional simplex of P(1) that contains

x . It follows that if B is a compact set, V is open and B ç S"\K, K* ç V

then there is an az € HN which leaves K and K* pointwise fixed and maps B

into V, i.e., for which h(B) ç V ; a similar statement holds with the roles of

K and K* reversed. The assertion (9.1) clearly follows.
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Proposition 9.2. Let P be a symmetric triangulation of S   . Let K e BN(P)

and let dim AT = az . Then for any x e T, x(K) < n + l. If K is the n-skeleton of

P, i.e., the union of all the n-simplices of P then for any type x, x(K) = n + l.

Proof. Let the symmetric triangulation P and x e T be given. We first prove

that if K is the Az-skeleton of P then x(K) < n + l. It follows from elementary

linear algebra that there is an (JV-Az)-dimensional hyperplane through the origin

in RN+l that does not intersect any of the Az-simplices of P. In other words

there is a standard imbedding of S in S    that does not intersect the

Az-skeleton of P ; the asserted inequality follows.

Now suppose that K is as above, i.e., the Az-skeleton of P, then the complex

K* is a complex of dimension of N - n . From what we have just proved we

must then have x*(K*) < N-n+l. It follows then from (9.1) that x(K) > n+l .

We return to the discussion of properties of types and their duals. We con-

sider the local dimension property:

(D) Let K e BN(P) with x(K) = n, if a is a simplex of K of
dimension < n - 1 and a is not a proper face of any simplex

of K then x(K\(a U -a)) = x(K),

whose dual is

(D*) if K e BN(P)  is a simplicial complex with x(K) = az  and

K{m~x) denotes the (m - l)-skeleton of K then x(K{m~l)) = m

for m = l,2, ... ,n.

Proof of the duality of (D) and (D*). We first show that x has property (D)

if x* has property (D*). Let K e BNiP) and let a be a simplex of K of

dimension < az - 1 which is not a proper face of a simplex of K. Let

K' = K\(a\\-a).

We shall show that if m = xiK1) < n then x(K) < n. By (9.1) the complex

K1* has x*(K'*) = N-m+l. The assumption of (D*) for x* implies that the

(¿V - az + l)-skeleton K" of K1* has x*(K") = N - n + 2. If K" n K = 0 we

are finished. Otherwise K"C\K C (aö-a) and since dime < az- 1 there is an

h e HN , which agrees with the identity except on a neighborhood of K" n K,

such that K"nh(K) = 0. This yields x(K) = x(h(K)) < az as was to be proved.

Suppose now that x has the property (D). Let K e BN(P) with x*(K) = n

and suppose that for some m, 1 < m < n, x*(K{m~x') < m. Form the

complex K'm e BN(P{1)) by deleting from K(m~l)* (the relative interior of)

every simplex of dimension < N - m + 1 that is not the face of an (N - m +

l)-simplex of K*. In view of our assumption concerning K(m~x' it follows

from (9.1) that T(A^(m_1)*) > N - m + 1 and thus since x has property (D),

x(K'm) > N - m + 1. It follows from the last assertion of Lemma 9.1 and the

construction of K1   that if K1   has nonempty intersection with K then it also
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has nonempty intersection with K^m ' which is a contradiction. Thus we must

have x(K{m~l)*) = N-m+l and x*(K(m~x)) = m .

Corollary 9.3. Suppose that x e T has property (D) and let B e BN with x(B) =

n. Let x e B have a neighborhood V such that V n B is a C -hypersurface

of dimension < n - 1. Then for any sufficiently small neighborhood V' of x,

x(B\(V'u-V')) = n.

Proof. The proof is similar to the first part of that of the duality assertion above.

Lemma 9.4. The properties (D) and (D*) are preserved under injection and

suspension.

Lemma 9.5. If x has property (F) then (D*) can be formulated; if K e BN(P)

and x(K) = n then z(K(n~l)) = n.

Proof. If suffices to show that, given (F), for any k e BN(P) we have

(9.2) x(K{m))<x(K{m~X))+l,        m=l,...,N.

To verify this we apply the definition of (F) with B = K(m), Q the set that

consists of the baricenters of the m-dimensional simplices of K^ and with

U = SN\K^m~1'*. Using the homeomorphism that occurs in the proof of

Lemma 9.1 we see that if C e BN and C ç U then x(C) < x(K{m~x)). The

inequality (9.2) readily follows.

10. Properties of particular types

We next consider some of the particular types introduced earlier as well as

some new ones and indicate which of the above properties they possess or do

not possess.

In [7] Conner and Floyd introduced a cohomology coindex, in fact, given

any principal ideal domain L, their construction gives rise to a function which,

after an additive renormalization i.e., addition of 1, becomes a topological type.

The types that result in this way are all subadditive. We will be interested in

particular in those that result when L = Z and when L = Z2 ; we shall denote

these by r5 and x6 respectively. We list several of the fundamental properties

of t5 and r6 that are proved in [7]; these results are reformulated in the

terminology and with the normalization used here.

Proposition 10.1. The topological type x5 (which results from adding I to the Z-

cohomology coindex defined in [7]) is subadditive and suspension-stable. If K e

BN(P), where P is some triangulation of SN, and x3(K) = 3 then x5(K) = 3.

The topological type x6 (which results from adding 1 to the Z2-cohomology

coindex) is subadditive, suspension-stable and self-dual, i.e., x*6 = x6.

See [7, pp. 426-432], specifically p. 430, for the equality x3(K) = x5(K)
when x3(K) = 3, see also p. 433.

Remark. x6 (with the topologist's normalization) was defined and its funda-

mental properties determined already by C. -T. Yang [15, 17].
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Proposition 10.2. The type x6 has property (D), hence also (D*).

See [6] for a proof.

We next list some results from [7] concerning t3 and t4 .

Proposition 10.3. Neither x3 nor r4 is suspension-stable. However if K e BN

is a balanced complex with x3(K) = 1 + dimK then (ax3)(K) = x3(K).

See [7, pp. 433-434]; note that a finite simplicial complex with fixed point

free simplicial involution can always be assumed to be a subcomplex of some

(triangulated) SN . A simple showing that t4 is not suspension stable follows

from consideration of the set B considered in the remarks at the end of section

3. It can be shown that there does not exist an odd continuous map of S into

the complement of that set, consequently, x*4(B) = 2 and hence t¡ is not

topological and r4 is not suspension-stable.

Corollary 10.4. The type x3 (Krasnosel1 skii genus) has properties (S) and (D)

but does not have property (D*) ;   t4 does not have property (F).

Proof. For proofs that t3 has (S) and (D) see [13] and [6] respectively.

To see that t3 does not have property (D*) observe that by Proposition

10.3 there are complexes K such that iaz3)iK) < z3iK), while if az = x3(K) =

x3(K{"~x)) then (ax3)(K) = (ax3)(K(n~x)) = n . Thus there must be complexes

K with az = x3(K) > x3(K^n~x'), i.e., t3 fails to have property (D*).

By Proposition 8.2 a topological type x with property (F) must have ax < x.

Thus in view of (7.7) t4 would have to be suspension-stable if it had property

(F). We conclude therefore from Proposition 10.3 that t4 does not have prop-

erty (F).

Proposition 10.5.  t4 has (D*) but neither (S) nor (S*).  t5 does not have (S*)

(and thus it is not self-dual). X, T3 has (D) and J2 z4 has (D*).

Proof. For a balanced complex K, z4(K) can be defined as in [7] by

z4(K) = max{AZ : S(S"~X ,K)¿0);

since an element of the set S(aS"~ , K) can be assumed to be simplicial with

respect to some symmetric triangulation of S"_1 it readily follows that t4 has

(D*). Since (F) is self-dual either (S) or (S*) implies (F), thus r4 can have

neither.

To prove the assertion concerning t5 we note that there is an example due

to Yang [16], of a set which can be realized as a complex K0 in S4 and such

that z3(K0) = 3 while t6(A:o) = 2. We have then 3 = z6(K*) < z3(K*) and

thus the existence of a balanced subcomplex K' of K^ such that K' nKo = 0

and z3(K') = 3. By Proposition 10.1, z5iK0) = z5iK') = 3 and thus t5 does

not have (S*).

Finally, since t3 has (D) it follows from Lemma 9.4 that ]TJ t3 has (D) as

well; the assertion concerning J2z4 then follows from duality (7.8).
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Remark. It is clear from the above results that t3 , t4 , t5 , t6 are all distinct.

We know (Proposition 7.3) that r5 < ^z3 however we do not have a proof

that the latter two types are distinct.

11. Critical points

AN denotes the set of even C functions on S with only isolated critical

points; A°f¡ denotes the subset consisting of C°° functions with just one pair

of antipodal critical points, and those nondegenerate, on each critical level. We

observe that C even functions on S can be approximated uniformly, along

with their derivatives up to order k , by functions in A°f¡ [12], see also [6]. For

a e AN let

[11.1)   pn =min jmaxa(x): B e BN,  x(B) > n > ,

'11.2)    vn = max imina(x): B e BN,  x(B) > n \ ,

1,2,...,N+l

n = l,2,...,N+l;

{pn} and {vn} will be called the r-min-max and r-max-min values of a. It

is immediate from the definitions (11.1) and (11.2) that

(11-3) Px<P2<---<ßN+x,

and

(11-4) vx>v2>-.->vN+x.

Theorem 11.1. Let ieT and let a e AN then the x-min-max and x*-max-min

values of a are critical values of a and are related by

(11.5) Pn = v*N_n+2,        n=l,...,N+l.

Proof. The fact that (11.1) and (11.2) define critical values of a follows from

standard results as are found e.g., in [13], although the theorem proved there is

for a particular type it is quite clear that the same proof applies for any type

t . The proof makes use of the existence, which we shall require below, of a

"push-down" operator for a, i.e., age HN such that a(g(x)) < a(x) with

equality only if x is a critical point of a in which case g(x) = x .

To prove (11.5) suppose that B e BN, x(B) > n and maxx£ßiz(x) = pn,

then for any C e BN with t*(C) = N - n + 2 we have 5nC/0 and thus

uN-n+2 - maxx€B a(x) - ^n • <-)n tne other hand, if az > 0 then

t{x: a(x) < pn- s} = m < n

and there exists C' with t*(C') = yV - m + 1 > N -n + 2 with min^^ a(x) >

pn - e and thus pn - e < v*N_m+x < v*N_n+2 < pn . Since e > 0 is arbitrary

(11.5) follows.
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Theorem 11.2. Let x, x e T. Then x < x if and only if every N and every

a e AN the x-min-max values {pn} and the x'-min-max values {p'n} of a

satisfy pn>p'n,for n = 1, 2, ... , N + I.

Proof. The "only if part is obvious. To prove the converse suppose that for

some yV there is a set B e BN such that az = x(B) > x'(B). Then one can

construct an a e AN with T-min-max value pn and t({x: a(x) < pn}) < n

(see the example in §4 of [6]) so that pn< p'n.

Theorem 11.3. In order that x e T has property (D) it is necessary and, in the

presence of property (F), sufficient that for every a e A™ the (two nondegenerate)

critical points on the level {x: a(x) = pn} have Morse index > n - 1 for n =

1,2,...,N+l.

Proof. The necessity of the Morse index inequalities when t has property (D)

was proved in [6] for the case of a topological type. For the general case this

proof requires a minor modification; specifically, the odd mapping T : SN —► SN

that is constructed in that proof [6, p. 516] must be approximated by an odd

homeomorphism.

To prove the converse assertion we shall suppose that x has the property (F)

but not property (D) and construct an a e A™ for which the indicated Morse

index inequalities fail to hold for some az .

If x is as indicated then x* fails to have property (D*) so in view of

Lemma 9.5 there exist integers N, n, 0 < n < N, and for some symmet-

ric triangulation P of S a complex K e BN(P) such that x*(K) = n while

x*(K^"~ ') < az . We can assume further that there is a simplex a of K of

dimension m> n such that x*(K') < n , where K' = K\(au-a). Let C e BN

be such that K' ç int(C) and t*(C) = t*(ä"') . Let a0 e AN be chosen so that

a0(x) > 0 for x € K, a0(x) > 0 on a and a0(x) < 0 for x £ C U a U -a.

Next let {y} be a local coordinate system centered at some point p in the

relative interior of a and let (Ay, y) be a nondegenerate quadratic form of

index N - m which is nonnegative on a . Let V, V' be a neighborhoods of

p such that V' ç V ç C and V n K ç a . Construct a smooth even function

a that agrees with a0 outside of V and with (Ay, y) in V', has a(x) < 0

for x ^ CUcrU-cr and a(x) > 0 for x e K with the equality holding on K

only at p , -p . Finally, after another alteration which does not affect a on V'

and which we do not distinguish notationally, we can assume that in addition
*-     aOOaeAN.

Next we show that v* = 0. Indeed if B e BN and minx€5 a(x) > 0 then

B ç (C U a U -a)\{p, -p) and thus x*(B) < n; consequently vn = 0 as

asserted. The Morse index of the corresponding critical points p, -p agrees

with the index of (Ay, y), i.e., N - m . By Theorem 11.1 the (N - n - 2)th

T-min-max value pN_n_2 = 0 and since the corresponding critical points p,

-p have Morse index N-m<N-n<(N-n + 2)-l and thus a e A™ fails

to satisfy the indicated Morse index inequalities.
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Remark. It is easily shown using Theorem 11.1 that if x has property (D*) then

the Morse index inequalities opposite to those in Theorem 11.3 hold. Thus by

Proposition 10.2 the equalities actually hold in the case x = x6 (as shown in

[6]). By Corollary 10.4, these inequalities hold for x = x3 but equality fails

in some cases; by Proposition 10.5 the opposite inequalities hold for x = x4.

The indicated inequalities for t3 and t4 had been noted earlier, see Bahri [2],

Bahri and Lions [4, 5].

Theorem 11.4. Let x e T. Then x has property (F) ifand only if for every N and

every a e AN the x-min-max values of a satisfy pn < pn+x for n = I, ... , N.

Proof. First we suppose that x is given and has property (F) and show that

the T-min-max values must all be distinct for any a e AN. Let a and az

be given and let g be a "push-down" operator for a. Consider the set U =

{x: a(g(x)) < pn+]) ■ U is open and U ç {x: a(x) < pn+x}\Q where Q

denotes the set of critical points of a on the level a(x) = pn+x (we assume,

as we may, that t({x: a(x) < pn+x}) = n + I). It follows that there is a set

B e BN with B c U and x(B) = n. If Bx = g(B) then x(Bx) = n and

max{a(x): x e Bx} < pn+x from which it follows that pn < pn+x.

Now suppose that x fails to have property (F). Specifically, suppose for some

N there exist B , Q eBN with Q finite, Q ç B, x(B) = n + l and there exists

a balanced open set U such that U ~D B\Q and t(C) < az for any C e BN

with C ç U ; we can and shall assume Q n U = 0.

We proceed to construct an a e AN for which pn = pn+x . We do the

construction first under the assumption that B is "locally homogeneous" at

points of Q. That is to say we assume that at each point q e Q there is a

neighborhood V of q, a local Euclidean coordinate system {y} on V = Vq

with origin at q and a real number r = r such that a point y of F with

||y|| < r belongs to B if and only if ty e B for 0 < t < r/\\y\\. Let W be
an open set with Q ç W and such that for each q , when represented in terms

of the given local coordinates, W n V is contained in the ball of radius r 12.

We can construct a function a0 e Ä^ such that: a0 < 0 on B\W, a0 > 0 on

SN\(UU W) and a0 has no critical points on the level a0(x) = 0. Given q e Q

we now alter a0 on Vq as follows. Let r = r'q = 3rq/4 and let 0 6 C°°(R)

be chosen with 0(0 = 0 for t < 0, 9(t) =1 for t > r and 6'it) > 0 for

0 < t < r . In terms of the local coordinates on V we put

(11.6) a(y) = d(\\y\\)a0(r'y/\\y\\),     for ||y|| </.

We can assume that a0 has no critical points on ||y|| = r and that where it

vanishes on that sphere the gradient is not normal to the sphere. The function

defined locally by (11.6) then has no critical points in the ball

(11.7) ßq = {y.\\y\\<r'}.

(r = r) except at y = 0, i.e., x = q. The function that results when a0 is

(symmetrically) so altered in each V   will be denoted by a ; clearly a e AN .
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From the construction we have a(x) < 0 for x e B\Q and a(q) = 0 for

qeQ.
Suppose that C e BN and a(x) < 0 on C. Clearly then we must have

CçUuW and if Cf)Q^0 then max{a(x) : x e C} = 0. If on the other

hand CnQ = 0 then there is an h e HN which agrees with the identity outside

°f UÍA : <7 e ß} , is a ^-centered radial pushback in each of these balls and for

which we have h(C) ç U, (we have used here the fact that a(x) < 0 on C).

In the latter case then we must have t(C) < az . It follows that pn = pn+x = 0.

Finally we justify the "local homogeneity" assumption concerning B . Sup-

pose that, except for the local homogeneity of B at points of Q, N and sets

B , Q and U axe otherwise as above. For simplicity we can assume that Q is

a doubleton {q, -q). Let V and the coordinate system {y} be as above (in

particular the origin of the latter is at q). It is easily seen that we can assume

that there are positive real numbers r, r  such that

(*) for r\\y\\ < r ,        y e B    iff ty e B    for r < \\ty\\ < r .

We can assume that (*) holds also for U. Let tí e B^ be the set that is

determined by the conditions: B\(ß U ß ) = B\(ß U ß ) and a point y e ßq

with y ^ 0 belongs to tí if and only if /y/||y|| e tí ; let the balanced open set

U' with {q, -q} £ U' be constructed similarly. Choose W e BN to contain a

neighborhood of {q, -q) and so that x(B') = x(B' U W). There is an he HN

that agrees with the identity outside of ß U ß and is a ^-centered radial

pushdown in ßq with h(B) ç B'liW so that x(B) = x(B'uW) > x(B) = n+l.

The set tí clearly has the local homogeneity property assumed in the above

construction, it remains only to show that for any C eBN with C ç U' we

have t(C) < az . But if such a C is given then there is a h e HN which agrees

with the identity outside of ß U ß_ , is a ^-centered radial pushback in each

of these balls and for which we have h(C) ç U, and thus x(C) < n .

12. Essential critical values

In this section we characterize those critical values of a function a e AN

which are T-min-max values of a for some x € T or T;.

Definition 12.1. A critical value p of a e AN will be called (topologically)

essential if there does not exist an h e HN

[h e S({x: a(x) < p), {x: a(x) < p})]

with h({x: a(x) < p}) ç {x: a(x) < p}.

Theorem 12.2. A critical value p of a e AN is (topologically) essential if and

only if it is a x-min-max value of a for some x e T[Tt].

Proof. The "if assertion is obvious. We prove the "only if statement for the

case of an essential critical value. Let vY and a e AN be given and let {p }

and {p } denote respectively the t,  and T2-min-max values of a.  Assume
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that p is an essential critical value of a that does not coincide with any of the

t. or T2-min-max values.

Let B = {x: a(x) < p] and suppose that xx(B) = az so that pn < p. It

follows from (3.2) that given az > 0 there exists a standard imbedding j and

an h e HN such that h(in(Sn~x)) ç {x: a(x) < p2n+n} = Ue. Since xx(B) = n

it follows from (3.1) that there exists an tí e HN with h'(B) ç h~x(Ut) and

(hh')(B) ç {x: a(x) < p2n + e} . Since p is essential and e is arbitrary it then

follows that p < pn and x2(B) < n . Put

1(B) = {CeBN: x2(C) < n and VU e \J(C)3h e HN with h(B) ç U),

and define x e T by

(12.1) x(C) = nifCe 1(B)    and    r(C) = x2(C) otherwise.

It is easy to verify that (12.1) defines a type. It is immediate from the essential

property of p that if C e 1(B) then max{a(x): x e C} > p, and this is also

the case if t2(C) = az . Thus

p = min I maxa(x) : C e BN,  t(C) > az \ .
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